Take Away Homework!

Unit 2A TKYHOMEWORK Germany Year 11s

Year 9 Poetry

Choose your homework from the menu below:
The Peri-ometer suggests the difficulty or challenge the
homework may offer. You must complete
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Create a folder of poems that you
like, for each one identify poetic
devices and annotate each one.
Include a paragraph about why
you like each poem.

Research the Romantic Movement
in poetry – what was the focus,
which poets were involved, what
techniques did the Romantics use,
what was their poetry about?

Write a collection of poetry with
the title “Winter” – use any type,
genre and form of poem that you
chose and any variety of forms.

Research the poet William
Wordsworth – put together
biographical information and a
sample of some of his poetry.
Include at least two poems and
annotate them.

Compare two or more poems by a
poet of your choice. Annotate the
poems and then look for similar
poetic devices and look for where
the poems are different.

Using any of the poems you have
studied for inspiration, write a
piece of creative writing based on
an idea or image or thought from
the poem.

Research the genre of ballads,
what are the features of ballads,
why are they used? Find some
examples of ballads.

Explore the ballad ‘The Lady of
Shallot’ – write up what it is about
and find examples of imagery and
colloquialism.

Write a ballad of your own using
the features of this form of
poetry – annotate your writing to
show your use of imagery.

Write a definition and give
examples of 10 poetic devices.

Research a poet of your choice create a fact sheet for them and
include two of their poems.

Make a collage of images that
reflect any of the poems you have
studied.

